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LeVar Burton became an instant star with his television debut, playing "Kunta Kinte" in Roots, but
he is just as well known in children's television as the Daytime Emmy-winning host of Reading
Rainbow. So, too, is he well known in the sci-fi world, as the visor-wearing "Lt. Geordi La Forge" in
Star Trek: The Next Generation.
LeVar Burton | Television Academy Interviews
In a bonus episode of our new podcast, Jo Reed speaks with actor LeVar Burton. You know LeVar
from "Reading Rainbow," "Roots," "Star Trek: The Next Generation," and more. He's also an
audiobook narrator, and hosts a podcast narrating short stories. Listen in and learn why LeVar
believes in the power of storytelling.
LeVar Burton Interview on Behind the Mic - AudioFile ...
"LeVar Burton's App at the End of the Rainbow". The Root Interview, www.theroot.com. April 08,
2012. I want to live in an America where we are able to marshal all the resources we have at our
disposal and that we - people like me, and companies like Apple and Intel and others - can make it
our ...
Latest LeVar Burton Quotes from Interviews | A-Z Quotes
LeVar Burton's roles in Roots and Star Trek: The Next Generation have made him famous, but it's
probably as the host of children's literacy program Reading Rainbow where he's had the most
cultural ...
LeVar Burton on George Stroumboulopoulos Tonight: INTERVIEW
The Brightly Interview: LeVar Burton by Laura Lambert. The fruit of Reading Rainbow’s
groundbreaking $6.4-million Kickstarter has just come to bear. Earlier this month, RRKidz Inc. (the
company behind the Reading Rainbow brand) ...
The Brightly Interview: LeVar Burton | Brightly
Now, at the age of 61, he’s still rocking the same belly laugh, while directing, acting, and reading to
past and future generations through LeVar Burton Kids and LeVar Burton Reads. I had the ...
LeVar Burton Has a Message for Nonreaders Like Donald ...
LeVar Burton Talks Reading Rainbow's Brilliant Kickstarter Return. Ben Horton/FilmMagic. Take a
look, it's in a book! By Kelli Bender May 29, 2014 05:30 PM ...
LeVar Burton Reading Rainbow Kickstarter Return Interview ...
“I’ve dedicated my life to the power of storytelling. Whether I’m acting, directing, writing or
podcasting, I believe sharing stories is what I was born to do because storytelling is what brings us
all together.
LeVar Burton
LeVar Burton has two children, a daughter Michaela "Mica" with his wife, and a son, Eian Burton
(born 1980) from a previous relationship. Mica was an employee of Rooster Teeth's news division,
The Know. Burton is also a fan of English football club Arsenal.
LeVar Burton - Wikipedia
Yesterday, in part one of our exclusive interview with LeVar Burton, he talked about Star Trek: The
Next Generation’s 25th anniversary and the imminent release of the Season Two Blu-ray set, and
started to discuss the arrival of Reading Rainbow, his landmark educational program, as an App.
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Catching Up With LeVar Burton, Part 2 - startrek.com
SHANTE, YOU STAY - AND WATCH OUR 900TH INTERVIEW, WITH RUPAUL CHARLES! The
host/producer talks RuPaul's Drag Race, "Supermodel," and much more! FROM THE COLLECTION:
JUNE 2019 Check out some hidden gems and notable interviews from our collection! REMEMBERING
JOHN SINGLETON The writer/producer/director passes away at the age of 51.
Television Academy Interviews
Here we show you the most up-to-date Levar Burton interview sent by people like you. Although
almost all videos are reviewed by our team, there may be some that don't contain interviews. Is this
the case?
Levar Burton Interview - vooxpopuli.com
With its brutally realistic depictions of slavery and LeVar Burton’s career-defining performance as
“Kunta Kinte,” the “Roots” miniseries captivated American audiences of all backgrounds in 1977.
Now, Burton serves as executive producer for an upcoming ”Roots” remake, which will air on
History for four nights starting Memorial Day (May 30).
READ: W. Kamau Bell Interviews LeVar Burton About 'Roots ...
Stream LeVar Burton Interview by AudioFile Magazine from desktop or your mobile device
LeVar Burton Interview by AudioFile Magazine | Free ...
Video Content: Lily Eskelsen García and LeVar Burton (2017) SIDEWALKS host Lori Rosales
interviews actor / TV host LeVar Burton (“Reading Rainbow,” “Star Trek: The Next Generation,”
“Roots”) and Lily Eskelsen García, the President of National Education Association, about the NEA’s
campaign, Read Across America.
Interview: LeVar Burton with Lily Eskelsen García ...
Levar Burton: With my latest ventures, one of them being Levar Burton Kids, I'm able to do the
same work that I've done for the past, as you say, two and a half decades. But being out of the ...
Levar Burton wants to carry on 'Reading Rainbow' legacy in ...
LeVar Burton describes himself as an actor, director, educator and student, and that sounds about
right to us. The former Star Trek: The Next Generation star remains busy on all those fronts,
something that became clear during a sit-down interview with the actor conducted last month at
Creation Entertainment’s Official Star Trek Convention in Las Vegas.
LeVar Burton Talks Trek & Reading Rainbow, Part 1
He has touched millions of lives for years. LeVar Burton burst into the public arena with his powerful
performance of the African captive, Kunta Kinte, in “Roots.” He was only 20 years old then but
helped raise the consciousness of the nation. A few years later, he became the geeky, blind ...
LeVar Burton to Educators: ‘I See You’ | EdSurge News
LeVar Burton, Actor: Star Trek: First Contact. LeVar Burton was born on February 16, 1957 in
Landstuhl, Rhineland-Palatinate, Germany as Levardis Robert Martyn Burton Jr. He is an actor and
director, known for Star Trek: First Contact (1996), Star Trek Generations (1994) and Star Trek:
Insurrection (1998). He has been married to Stephanie Cozart Burton since October 3, 1992.
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